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Abstract: The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) in patient pain medicine education has the potential to revolutionize pain 
management. By harnessing the power of AI, patient education becomes more personalized, interactive, and supportive, empowering 
patients to understand their pain, make informed decisions, and actively participate in their pain management journey. AI tailors the 
educational content to individual patients’ needs, providing personalized recommendations. It introduces interactive elements through 
chatbots and virtual assistants, enhancing engagement and motivation. AI-powered platforms improve accessibility by providing easy 
access to educational resources and adapting content to diverse patient populations. Future AI applications in pain management include 
explaining pain mechanisms, treatment options, predicting outcomes based on individualized patient-specific factors, and supporting 
monitoring and adherence. Though the literature on AI in pain medicine and its applications are scarce yet growing, we propose 
avenues where AI may be applied and review the potential applications of AI in pain management education. Additionally, we address 
ethical considerations, patient empowerment, and accessibility barriers. 
Keywords: ethics, chatbots, machine learning, natural language processing, patient education

Introduction
Patient pain medicine education plays a vital role in pain management, providing individuals with the knowledge and 
skills necessary to understand their conditions and actively participate in their own care. Patient pain medicine education 
focuses on informing patients about their condition, treatment options, prevention strategies to decrease the exacerbation 
of their condition, and possible outcomes of their treatments. The goal is to provide education in a digestible manner that 
will enhance the patients’ ability to make informed decisions, increase compliance with treatment, and produce better 
outcomes as a result. Unfortunately, traditional patient education approaches have limitations in terms of personalization 
and interactivity. The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) in patient education offers promising solutions to address 
these challenges. By leveraging AI technologies, patient education can be enhanced, providing personalized and 
interactive educational resources that cater to individual needs and preferences.

AI algorithms can personalize educational content by analyzing individual patient data, thereby enhancing the 
relevance and effectiveness of educational materials. Interactive learning experiences powered by AI, such as chatbots 
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and virtual assistants, engage patients in real-time communication and feedback.1–5 AI also improves accessibility by 
providing mobile applications and multilingual capabilities, allowing patients to learn at their own pace. With the use of 
wearables, data can be collected and analyzed, providing further feedback and information on the patient’s habits.6,7 In 
addition, AI’s applications in pain management education include simplifying complex pain mechanisms, offering 
evidence-based treatment recommendations, and supporting adherence through personalized reminders and 
reinforcement.8,9 However, ethical considerations, patient empowerment, and accessibility barriers must be addressed 
for the successful integration of AI in patient education. Future advancements may involve natural language processing 
(NLP) and machine learning (ML) to further enhance customization and collaboration among healthcare professionals, 
AI experts, and educators to optimize pain management outcomes and patient satisfaction.10,11 This review explores the 
potential benefits of AI in patient pain medicine education, and addresses the challenges and considerations associated 
with its implementation.

Benefits of AI in Patient Education
Customization and Personalization
Leveraging advanced AI algorithms, educational content can be tailored to the specific needs of individual patients. By 
analyzing their comprehensive medical history, socioeconomic and demographic data, symptoms, preferences, and results, AI 
can generate personalized recommendations that align with each patient’s unique circumstances and requirements.12,13 AI can 
adapt to the specific needs of each patient, enabling a more targeted and personalized approach to education, thereby 
enhancing patient engagement, yielding better-informed decisions and overall treatment outcomes.14,15 By tailoring educa-
tional resources to the individual, AI empowers patients to take an active role in their own care, promoting a sense of autonomy 
and improving treatment adherence. These educational materials can include patient discharge instructions, medication usage 
instructions, pre-procedure guidelines and suggestions, and education regarding implantable pain devices.14,15

One potential area of development is the integration of NLP, the field that utilizes computational linguistics, and ML to 
process human language, potentially resulting in improved conversational AI interfaces.16 NLP can enhance the ability of AI- 
driven chatbots and virtual assistants to understand and respond to patients’ queries and concerns in a more natural and human- 
like manner.16 This advancement would contribute to more effective and engaging interactions between patients and AI 
systems, leading to enhanced learning experiences. The integration of NLP in AI-driven patient education platforms opens up 
new possibilities for improving conversational interfaces. By enhancing the interaction between patients and AI interfaces, 
NLP facilitates effective communication, leading to improved comprehension and engagement. Patients can ask questions, 
seek clarification, and receive personalized responses, fostering a dynamic and interactive learning experience.

Interactive Learning Experience
AI introduces interactive elements into patient education, creating a more engaging and dynamic learning experience. 
Chatbots and virtual assistants serve as virtual companions and educators, offering opportunities for interactive commu-
nication between patients and educational platforms.1–3,17 Patients can ask questions, seek clarifications, and receive real- 
time feedback, fostering a sense of active participation in the learning process.1,2,17 For instance, a chronic pain patient 
may interact with a chatbot to understand different pain management techniques, receive recommendations for exercises, 
and obtain guidance on medication usage. Additionally, gamification techniques can be integrated into AI-driven 
platforms, such as rewards for completing educational modules, challenges to test knowledge, and progress tracking to 
monitor improvement over time.18,19 By gamifying the learning experience to persuade the patient with low motivation 
by creating external incentives, AI sustains patient motivation and engagement, making the educational process enjoy-
able and rewarding.18,19 Gamification techniques include the use of badges, rewards, or points for medication adherence, 
exercising, and keeping appointments. Additionally, patients can be connected with other patients who have similar 
struggles or commonalities that will result in a better outcome when paired.20,21 Specifically, a patient can be engaged by 
creating an avatar that resembles the individual. With the assistance of the system, the patient can develop a reasonable 
plan to maintain diet and timing of taking medications optimally in order to achieve continued pain free or pain relief 
when incentivized to take medications as scheduled to avoid the onset of pain.19
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Accessibility and Availability
The integration of AI into patient education improves the accessibility and availability of educational resources, and AI- 
powered mobile applications and web platforms provide patients with easy access to information, breaking down 
geographical barriers.22–24 Regardless of their location, patients can conveniently access educational materials anytime 
and anywhere, enabling them to learn at their own pace and convenience. For example, a chronic pain patient living in 
a remote area without access to specialized pain management clinics can benefit from AI-driven platforms that deliver 
educational resources directly to his or her smartphone or computer. Furthermore, AI can facilitate multilingual 
capabilities, ensuring that educational content is adapted to diverse patient populations. This promotes inclusivity in 
pain management education, as patients from diverse cultural backgrounds and language preferences can receive 
information in their preferred language.3 AI-driven platforms can provide translations, cultural adaptations, and explana-
tions tailored to different audiences, thereby facilitating effective communication and understanding.3

Applications of AI in Patient Education for Pain Management
Understanding Pain Mechanisms
AI models and simulations have transformative applications for helping patients understand the complex biology and 
physiology of pain. For instance, AI algorithms can analyze a patient’s medical data, including diagnostic imaging results 
and genetic profiles, to generate personalized visualizations of pain mechanisms. By simplifying and visualizing intricate 
processes, AI enables patients to grasp the underlying concepts more effectively. For example, a chronic back pain 
patient with radicular symptoms can benefit from a virtual reality (VR) simulation that demonstrates how lumbar disc 
herniation in a spinal model may impinge on nerve roots and facilitate an inflammatory cascade that ultimately results in 
radicular pain. Another example would be how the trigeminocervical complex may be involved in the migraine pathway. 
By immersing themselves in a visual representation of the pain mechanism, patients can develop a deeper understanding 
of their conditions, which in turn empowers them to actively participate in their pain management.

Treatment Options and Self-Management Techniques
AI plays a crucial role in providing guidance and recommendations for treatment options and self-management 
techniques by analyzing vast amounts of data from various sources, thus generating evidence-based suggestions tailored 
to individual patients.25,26 For example, an AI-driven platform can analyze a chronic migraine patient’s medical history, 
socioeconomic and demographic data, symptoms, and genetic markers to recommend specific preventive and abortive 
medications, complementary therapies, and lifestyle modifications that are associated with optimal treatment 
outcomes.27,28 AI algorithms can also identify trends and changes in aggregated pain treatment plans and patient 
therapeutic responses before they would otherwise be discernable to the physician. AI-based tools can also teach 
relaxation techniques and coping strategies through interactive modules and personalized coaching. Patients can access 
VR simulations or augmented reality applications that guide them through mindfulness exercises, biofeedback, and 
physical therapy routines or can even use VR guided by AI as an adjunct for treatment with applicability for all ages from 
children to the elderly and numerous conditions such as migraine and chronic pain.29–35

Monitoring and Adherence
AI-powered reminders and tracking systems offer valuable support for medication adherence and monitoring pain 
management strategies.36 AI algorithms can analyze a patient’s treatment plan, medication schedule, and personal 
preferences to generate personalized notifications and alerts.3 For example, an AI-powered mobile application can 
remind a patient with chronic pain to take his or her medications at specific times, adjusting for any potential drug 
interactions or contraindications. These reminders can be customized to the patient’s preferred communication method, 
such as text messages or voice notifications. Additionally, feedback and reinforcement mechanisms integrated into AI- 
driven platforms can provide continuous support and thus enhance motivation. Patients can receive positive reinforce-
ment for adhering to their treatment plans or engaging in self-management techniques. The platform may also offer 
educational content, progress tracking, and interactive features that encourage patient engagement and long-term 
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adherence. By leveraging AI technologies, patients are more likely to remain on track with their pain management 
strategies and achieve better outcomes through reminders, feedback, gamification, and reinforcement.18,19,37

Challenges and Considerations
Ethical Considerations
The integration of AI into patient education brings forth important ethical considerations, particularly concerning the privacy 
and security of patient data.38,39 It is paramount to ensure that AI-driven educational platforms adhere to stringent privacy 
regulations and maintain the confidentiality of sensitive health information. Robust data protection measures, including 
encryption and secure storage, must be implemented to safeguard patient data from unauthorized access or breaches.3,38,40 For 
example, in the event that there is the potential for unauthorized access to an intrathecal pump in which the program is 
overridden to deliver lethal doses intrathecally, or to spinal cord stimulation whereby a higher intensity or amplitude is 
delivered resulting in pain dysesthesias or overheating the battery, potentially leading to dysfunction and/or death.

Additionally, transparency and explainability of AI algorithms are vital to establish trust between patients, healthcare 
providers, and AI systems.3,25,40,41 Patients should have a clear understanding of how their data are being used, the 
reasoning behind AI recommendations, and the limitations of the technology.40

Furthermore, a significant concern as of late is racial bias when training artificial intelligence.42 If medical history is 
repeated during the era of artificial intelligence, there will be an overrepresentation of white patient data when training 
the AI. With 62.0% of the population identifying as solely white, this represents a decrease of 8.6% from 2010.43,44 If 
38.0% of the population identifies as non-white or a combination of white and another race, applications utilizing data 
based solely on white patients will result in potentially erroneous results.43,44 Given the rise of global migration, the 
increase of the multiracial population has increased nearly 276%, from 9 million in 2010 to 33.8 million in 2020.44 If the 
data used to train the AI applications is using a misrepresentation of the population, this will result in potentially 
erroneous and harmful results such as in the diagnosis of melanoma in a black individual when the algorithm has been 
trained on data from white patients with melanoma.42 When using data from the electronic medical records and 
depending on the geographic location, there may be discrimination in the data collection from wealthier areas compared 
to poor areas, which may result in better documentation for those that are insured.45

Also, to be considered is the ideal source of data. Should the data be collected from other providers such as nurses who 
spend more facetime with the patient or physical therapists who can appreciate the functional status of the patient versus 
physicians, who are limited by time and costs from spending more time with the patient?46–48 If proper representation of the 
healthcare field or population is not present, AI will deliver erroneous and subpar results. Greater healthcare provider input and 
valid data representation of the population at that snapshot in time would assist in preventing bias in AI training.

Healthcare professionals bring invaluable clinical insights and expertise in pain management, ensuring that AI-driven 
applications incorporate invaluable clinical insights and expertise into pain management, thus ensuring that AI-driven 
educational tools align with established best practices and guidelines. AI experts contribute their technical knowledge to 
develop robust algorithms, ensuring the accuracy and reliability of AI systems. Educators, on the other hand, provide 
pedagogical expertise to design engaging and effective educational content that suits different learning styles and preferences.

Patient Empowerment, Autonomy, Beneficence, and Nonmaleficence
While AI can provide valuable recommendations and guidance, it is essential to strike a balance between AI-driven 
recommendations and individual patient preferences and values. Patient empowerment and autonomy should be pre-
served, ensuring that AI-driven education serves as a tool to enhance patient decision-making rather than replacing it. 
The role of AI is ideally to provide information, support, and options, thereby allowing patients to actively participate in 
the decision-making process. By incorporating shared decision-making principles, healthcare providers can collaborate 
with patients to integrate AI recommendations with their unique needs, values, and treatment goals. Maintaining 
a patient-centered approach is paramount, ensuring that AI systems are designed to support patients’ goals and values 
in pain management.
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Though AI provides the ability to personalize patient education, it also has the ability to spread misinformation on 
a scale that has not been previously imagined. One study found that in 65 minutes, one AI model was able to create 102 
blog posts with over 17,000 words of misinformation.49 Thus, extra caution with built-in systems, including but not 
limited to healthcare providers, to verify information must be incorporated to prevent widespread misinformation from 
harming patients and ensuring that AI is used for the benefit of patients thereby honoring the principles of nonmalefi-
cence (do no harm) and beneficence.50

Accessibility Barriers
Addressing accessibility barriers is crucial to ensure equitable access to AI-powered educational resources, the ethical 
implications of which are evident. Attention should be given to the digital divide, as individuals from diverse socio-
economic backgrounds may face limitations in accessing the necessary technological infrastructure.51 Efforts should be 
made to bridge this gap by providing access to technology and internet connectivity, particularly in underserved 
communities. Furthermore, AI systems should be adaptable to different learning styles and cognitive abilities, accom-
modating patients with varying educational backgrounds and cognitive capabilities. For instance, incorporating text-to- 
speech capabilities, visual aids, and alternative formats (eg, braille) can enhance accessibility for individuals with visual 
or hearing impairments. By prioritizing inclusivity and accessibility, AI-driven patient education can reach a broader 
population and ensure that more patients can benefit from these technological advancements.

Conclusion
To fully harness the potential of AI in patient education, collaboration between healthcare professionals, AI experts, and 
educators is crucial. By combining their respective expertise, these stakeholders can work together to develop innovative 
AI-driven educational tools that cater to the specific needs of patients with chronic pain. Healthcare professionals can 
provide valuable insights into the clinical aspects of pain management, while AI experts can contribute their technical 
knowledge to develop robust algorithms and systems. Educators can bring their pedagogical expertise to ensure that the 
educational content is engaging, effective, and aligned with established learning principles.

The future of AI in patient education is promising, with ongoing advancements and discoveries that hold the potential to 
transform the way we approach pain management.24 As this field continues to evolve, it is crucial to prioritize collaboration, 
ethical considerations, patient empowerment, and accessibility to maximize the benefits of AI in improving patient education 
and healthcare outcomes. By bringing together these diverse perspectives, interdisciplinary teams can create comprehensive 
and holistic AI-driven educational solutions for pain management. The field of AI in medicine, specifically pain medicine, is in 
its early stages as limited data are available to draw conclusions. Further original research with multidisciplinary teams is 
needed to properly guide the field to avoid releasing new applications that may harm the patient while bringing needed 
assistance to the field of medicine as a whole. Overall, AI holds incredible promise in the field of chronic pain management, 
potentially bringing improved patient education, adherence, and ultimately better pain relief.
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